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Now used by the University of Kentucky entrepreneurship program, University of Pepperdine,
and other colleges and high schools across the US, including graduate programs.See why
people are using the revolutionary new way to plan a business outlined in this book, and why
they get better results.HOW THIS BOOK IS DIFFERENT AND DELIVERS RESULTSOther
business planner books teach business planning with cumbersome templates which cause
people to get confused and quit, or write ineffective business plans.STEP 1: This book starts
with only a 3-sentence business plan, which helps you identify your core business
strategies.STEP 2: After you create your own 3-sentence business plan, you will be guided on
how to expand it to a 1-page business plan.STEP 3: After you have a 1-page business plan, you
will learn how to expand it into a full and professional business plan.THE BOOK HAS BEEN
UPDATED EVERY YEAR SINCE PUBLICATIONThe latest edition takes you beyond just writing
a business plan.Planning is necessary, but over-planning or planning without starting your
business leads to failure.That’s why the latest edition of this book gives you skills to become a
stronger entrepreneur, launch your business, and succeed once your business is up and
running.BENEFITS OF THIS APPROACHWrite a higher-quality business planIdentify the most
effective strategies for your businessComplete your business plan fasterAvoid confusion and
frustrationEXPERIENCED AND AUTHORITATIVE AUTHORAnyone can claim to be a business
expert, but the knowledge in this book comes from the author, Alex Genadinik, who
has:Coached over 1,000 entrepreneursCreated top business planning appsTaught tens of
thousands of people in his business planning coursesGuest-lectured at numerous
universitiesBuilt multiple successful businesses while being an independent entrepreneur just
like youWHAT TYPE OF BUSINESS IS THIS BOOK FOR?Traditional businesses: Local
services like restaurant, gym, coffee shop, store or boutique, residential home or office cleaning,
home repair, and many other types of local businesses.Online business: Freelancing service,
eCommerce, affiliate, self-branded business, innovative start-up, or a one-person solopreneur
business.INVEST IN YOUR FUTURE AND FREEDOMImagine how great your life will be if you
are the owner of a successful business, provide for your family, live comfortably, and avoid daily
9-5 stress.Take this step to starting your business, achieve financial independence, and gain the
freedom you desire.STRUCTURED AS A BUSINESS PLAN TEMPLATEOne of the chapters in
this book is structured as a business plan template with examples for what to write in every
section of the business plan.It is meant for you to write your business plan as you read the book.
By the end of that chapter, you will have a professional business plan.This book combines
theory, templates, and practical examples - whatever your learning style might be, this book will
be effective for you.NOW WITH A CASE STUDY OF A $1,000,000 CLIENTA recent addition in
this book is a business plan for a client’s Ecommerce business that I helped take to over
$1,000,000 in annual revenue.You’ll see the business plan for that client and more importantly,
what we did to get his business to grow.AFTER YOU READ THE BOOKIf you are a first-time



entrepreneur, after the first few chapters, you will have a much better understanding of business
strategies and the steps to get started and succeed.Invest in your future. Get the book today!

About the AuthorHerb Cohen has been called “the world’s best negotiator” by Playboy
magazine. Cohen’s expertise is harnessed in business, government, commercial dealings,
corporate management, and crisis management. Cohen has written several books and
publications and has given speeches around the world.
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Business PlanTemplate and Example:How to Write a Business PlanbyAlex GenadinikCopyright
© 2015 by Alex GenadinikAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be used or reproduced in
any manner whatsoever without written permission except in the case of brief quotations
embodied in critical articles and reviews. For information or permissions, contact
alex.genadinik@gmail.com.This edition:Copyright © 2019 by Alex
GenadinikDedicationDedicated to my mother and grandmother who are the biggest
entrepreneurs I know.ContentsDedicationForewordBefore we startChapter 1: Introduction To
Business Planning1. What is a business plan?2. When business plans are needed3. What
makes a good business plan4. Role of planning in your entrepreneurship journey5. What is a
business model6. My personal journey into business planningChapter 2: Introducing The 3-
Sentence Business Plan To Help You Start With The Simplest Possible Business Plan1. 3-
sentence business plan introduction2. 3-sentence business plan example for a technology
product3. 3-sentence business plan example for a lawn care business4. An exercise for your
businessChapter 3: Next Baby Step In Business Plan Complexity: 1-Page Business Plan1. 1-
page business plan introduction2. 1-page business plan example for a technology product3.
Analysis of a 1-page business plan example for a technology product4. 1-page business plan
example for a traditional business5. Analysis of a 1-page business plan example for a traditional
businessChapter 4: How To Write A Business Plan1. Executive summary2. Your product or
service3. What stage of the business are you in?4. Your target market5. Your target market size6.
Marketing plan: How will you market to your target users?7. Revenue model8. Financials9.
Forecasting for future years/months10. Unit economics overview11. Current team12. Your
competition13. Previous investors and funding14. What you are seeking with your plan15.
Business plan appendixChapter 5: More Complex Business Plan: Ecommerce1. Business plan
for a real e-commerce business before it starts2. Business plan for the same e-commerce
business after $1,000,000 in annual revenue3. ConclusionChapter 6: Business Plans For
Common Businesses1. Commerce and e-commerce2. Local business3. Online service4.
Influencer business5. Platform business6. Innovative new products or businesses not
mentionedChapter 7: Business Planning Thought Process1. My thought process when
evaluating new business ideas2. Idea 1: Travel blog3. Idea 2: New mobile app for photos, social
media, or games4. Idea 3: Local lawn care business or other kinds of local services5. Idea 4: A
restaurant6. Idea 5: Affiliate marketing or making money online7. Idea 6: Any other new business
ideaChapter 8: Business Planning Mistakes & Exercises To Overcome Them7. Mistake 1: Using
planning to procrastinate8. Mistake 2: Avoiding financials9. Mistake 3: Lack of readability10.
Mistake 4: Outsourcing your business plan writing11. Mistake 5: Overly optimistic growth
projections12. Mistake 6: Being all things to all people13. Mistake 7: Unfocused business
ideas14. Mistake 8: Believing in your own greatness in a blinding fashion15. Mistake 9:
Underestimating competition16. Mistake 10: Falling for get-rich-quick schemes or oversimplified



business ideas17. Bonus mistake: Choosing an unfulfilling or unprofitable nicheChapter 9:
Choosing The Right Business Niche And Improving Your Business Idea1. What is a business
niche?2. Why do you need a business niche?3. Looking outside vs. inside yourself4. Further
steps to finding a business niche5. Niche size and competition6. My early mistake when
choosing a niche7. How to brainstorm business ideas8. Have real conversations to get real
feedback about your business9. How to talk to industry expertsChapter 10: Planning
Monetization Strategies1. Benefits of planning for long-term use and engagement2. Long-term
monetization strategies with their pros and cons3. How to turn clients for any business into long-
term clientsChapter 11: Classic Entrepreneurship Books And Their Takeaways1. Think and
Grow Rich by Napoleon Hill2. The E-Myth Revisited by Michael E. Gerber3. The Four Steps to
the Epiphany by Steve Blank4. The Lean Startup by Eric Ries5. Purple Cow by Seth Godin6.
Outliers by Malcolm Gladwell7. The 4-Hour Work Week by Tim Ferriss8. How to Win Friends and
Influence People by Dale Carnegie9. See You At The Top: 25th Anniversary Edition by Zig
Ziglar10. The Miracle Morning by Hal Elrod11. Additional Books Related To Planning12.
Honorable Mentions13. SummaryChapter 12: 50 Success Skills1. List of the 50 success skills2.
The REAL challenge for your business3. Path to business success4. Our life projects5.
Eliminating waste in your schedule6. Business planning7. Don’t trust yourself - test yourself8.
Once you are consistently doing workChapter 13: Making You A Better Entrepreneur & Starting
Your Business1. Procrastination2. Motivation3. Focus, Pomodoro technique, eliminating
interruptions4. Bigger picture focus for dramatic productivity boost5. Delegation, outsourcing,
and automation6. 3 types of business risk7. Reversing the NO mentality8. Your ego9. Dealing
with stress10. Dealing with failure11. Embracing work12. Visualizing successChapter 14:
Business Registration1. Are you required to register your business?2. What is Liability
Protection3. How to register your businessEPILOGUEAPPENDIX: Full Business Plan Example
For A Mobile App CompanyFree Resources To Help Your BusinessAbout The AuthorForewordI
wrote this book with care and compassion about your business and your journey as an
entrepreneur. If you are just starting your business, I understand how difficult and stressful it
might be for you because I’ve been where you are now.The advice in this book is based on my
accumulated experience of running my own businesses, coaching over 1,000 entrepreneurs just
like you, and questions and feedback from the millions of people who have benefited from my
work over the years.This book’s goal is to make your journey as an entrepreneur an easier one
by giving you direction and confidence. I wish you best of luck and hope that the book will
contribute to your success.Before we startI Appreciate You Putting Faith In My Work By Reading
My Book. I Don’t Take That For Granted.In Writing This Book, I Did My Best To Cover Topics
That Will Help You Get The Most Out Of Your Business Planning Efforts And Help You Beyond
Merely Planning. This Book Also Covers How You Can Get Off To A Better Start And How You
Can Be More Effective At Running Your Business. There Are, Of Course, Many Ways In Which
This Book Can Be Improved. This Is The Fifth Edition Of This Book. I Publish A New Edition Of
The Book Approximately Once Each Year. If You Have Feedback Or Ideas For How The Book



Can Be Improved, I’d Love To Hear From You.My Personal Email Address
Is:Alex.Genadinik@Gmail.ComI Look Forward To Your Thoughts.I. GIFTS FOR READERSI
Compiled A List Of Three Free Resources You Can Use To Further Benefit Your Business. They
Can Be Found At The End Of This Book.Ii. GET TO KNOW ME AND MY WORKBusiness Is
Personal. Here Is A Page With A Video Where I Share My Journey As An Entrepreneur So You
Can Get To Know My Story:Thank You For Taking The Time To Get To Know Me. One Day I
Hope To Get To Know You.Iii. HOW TO MAKE BEST USE OF THIS BOOKThe Goal Of Planning
Is Effective Execution. Part One Of The Book Will Help You Create An Ideal Plan And Part Two
Will Help You Implement Your Plans More Effectively And Help You Find Direction As A First-
Time Entrepreneur.PART 1:PLANNINGChapter 1:Introduction To Business Planning“Whether
you think you can, or you think you can’t, you are right.”-Henry Ford1. What is a business plan?I’ll
tell you two things a business plan is, and one it isn’t.A business plan can be a formal document
you hand to some organization, investor, or keep for internal company use.A business plan is
also the strategy for how you will execute every part of your business. This doesn’t have to be a
written plan. You can plan your business strategy in your mind. What’s important is that you have
a viable and quality plan of action before you start your business, and not just plunge into a
business blindly.Now, let me tell you what a business plan isn’t. Don’t think about it as a
prerequisite to starting a business like a homework assignment that must be completed and
handed in before you can start. It also isn’t something you have someone else create for you
because you aren’t sure how to write it. And it certainly shouldn’t be your excuse to procrastinate
on the actual work you need to do to start your business.I like to define the business plan as a
cohesive strategy for your business that you may plan in your mind or in a written document that
covers each major component of your business, how those major components will work well
with one another, and your plan for executing those strategies.If you are not sure how to create
an effective business plan and you are a first-time entrepreneur, learning how to plan your
business is a very good first step. Learning empowers you long-term. You will be able to use
what you learn about planning a business in your current business and every new idea in the
future. As an entrepreneur, you must develop the habit of always learning and improving your
skills and learning the skill of business planning should be high on a first-time entrepreneur’s
priority list.It might also help to get coached on planning your business so you can learn faster
by getting guidance from an experienced business person while you both work on your business
plan together. But don’t just pay someone to write a business plan for you just to feel good that
you have it. You must understand why every detail of your plan is in place.In an effort to make
this book more helpful, as one of the extras in this book, I can provide feedback on your
business idea or business plan. Since I can’t read everyone’s full business plan, please wait until
you get further in the book and learn how to create the simple 3-sentence business plan. Send
that to me and I’ll be happy to give you feedback and suggestions.2. When business plans are
neededThere are two instances when you should write a business plan. The first is when some
individual or organization that you want to work with specifically asks for it. The second is for



yourself to help you organize your ideas.Even if you don’t need a formal business plan to give an
investor, you should always go through a rigorous planning process for your own sake to create
a good strategy for your business. In my opinion, that is the true value of business planning.The
process of thinking about and planning your business can help you catch and correct many
mistakes before you start. It is much more expensive to realize that you are heading in the wrong
direction after you start your business than during the planning stages. The value of business
planning is to identify problems and fix them early, while it is still cheap to do so. As a rule of
thumb, the later you find problems with your business, the more expensive and time consuming
they will be to fix.There are additional benefits to writing the business plan even if you don’t plan
to use it for raising money. The process of writing can help you think through strategies more
easily than if the plans were just in your mind. Writing out your plan also gives you a central place
that contains strategies that you and your partners can agree on. This will reduce
misunderstandings among team members and facilitate discussions and brainstorming
sessions. Another benefit of having a written plan is that you can send it out to gather feedback.
Plus, if your plan is written, you will be able to use it for reference in case you forget any details.3.
What makes a good business planA good business plan isn’t about the formatting, length, or
using big, fancy words. While those things can add to your plan’s professionalism, what matters
above all else is the quality of your strategies.If you are a first-time entrepreneur, it can be
difficult to gauge the quality of your strategies because everything is new and confusing. Even
experienced entrepreneurs can make mistakes. Everyone has blind spots and no one knows
everything. Once you put aside your ego and embrace the idea that no matter how good your
plan might be, it can always be improved, it will be easier to seek additional help to ensure that
the strategies in your business plan are the best they can be.If you are a first-time entrepreneur,
it is wise to consult with someone who has experience and a proven track record in your
industry. I am not suggesting that I should be your mentor since mentors should be experienced
in the type of business you are starting. Later in the book we’ll cover how to look for mentors and
get expert feedback on your ideas.Seeking mentorship or help is not a sign of weakness. It is a
sign of wisdom and humility. No one should do this alone. Someone with experience can easily
spot a blunder that may waste a lot of time and money if it isn’t caught early.When I look back at
my entrepreneurship journey, some of my biggest mistakes could have been prevented if an
experienced mentor steered me toward a better direction before I embarked on making big
errors.4. Role of planning in your entrepreneurship journeyLater in this book, we’ll examine
takeaways from top entrepreneurship literature; theory and wisdom gathered over the last 100
years. For now, I’ll give you a few of those takeaways with which to approach this book.Planning
is necessary. But over-planning can lead to stagnation and procrastination. The goal of planning
is confidence, decisiveness, and action, not more planning. An ideal plan has natural strategies
for you to begin executing sooner rather than later. Execution is key. That is why the second part
of this book helps you execute as effectively as possible.From my experience in business on my
own and in coaching entrepreneurs, I observe that starting already puts you ahead of 50% of



everyone out there because most people never start.As you work on your business, with
persistence, you will become better than 60%, 70%, and eventually even 80% of everyone out
there. That is well above average, but it isn’t enough. You don’t win by beating the average. You
win by being the best. After you start, continuous work and experience in your field will make you
better than 90% of competition, and eventually you will win big when you begin to execute at the
top 1-2% level. The goal of the second part of this book is to help you get there.5. What is a
business modelA simple definition of a business model is how every component of your
business works on its own and in relation to every other component of your business.Let’s
unwrap that definition. A business is made up of many separate components like marketing,
creating and improving the product, finances, employees, consumer relationships, inventory
management, and much more. What is important in a business model is that its different
components are not just great individually, but work well together. This might sound simple, but it
is difficult to make everything fit just right because the details are ever-changing and you have to
constantly adapt while ensuring that the overall plan is still tightly put together.Neither your
business model nor your business plan are static. They evolve over time and you must
constantly refine them. The stronger your business model is during the planning phase, the
better your business will be positioned to succeed.As businesses get started, grow, and evolve,
the management team must constantly evaluate every component of the business model to
ensure that they continue to work well together.6. My personal journey into business planningIf
you are reading this book, you are likely in the early stages of your entrepreneurship journey.
First of all, congratulations on starting. I hope you find success and fulfillment.I understand some
of the emotions and experiences you might be going through. Starting your first business is
confusing, daunting, and stressful. There is financial stress, pressure from friends and family,
and then there is the stress from self-doubt, isn’t there? Until we achieve success, we have no
idea when it will come, whether it will ever come, and how long we will struggle before it finally
arrives.Starting a business can feel like a freefall and the scariest thing for a person in freefall is
not knowing how long the freefall will continue, and whether the landing will be a hard or a
smooth one.When I started my first company, I had no business experience. My education is in
Computer Science. Everything in entrepreneurship was new and confusing. I felt like everyone
knew more than I did. Everyone had opinions as to what I should do with my business. In
hindsight, it is easy to see that those opinionated people were also mostly beginners, but their
ideas seemed good at the time because I didn’t know better.And since I had no way to evaluate
ideas or strategies, I plowed ahead without much planning.Even if I did the business planning on
my own, what could I really plan? I had no way to tell whether one strategy was better than
another. All my plans were made at a novice level.As you can guess, my initial businesses were
disasters that crashed and burned. Ouch!My success came much later, but from years of
struggle and misery of failure arose a passion to ensure that other entrepreneurs get the kind of
help I never had. This led me to create many resources to support entrepreneurs, a coaching
practice, and eventually a number of business books including this one.After helping many



entrepreneurs, I realized that simplicity and focus in planning is key, and that you can describe
the core of any business in just three sentences. That’s why I created the 3-sentence business
plan. It is a perfect place to begin your business planning journey. So let’s dive right in.Chapter
2:Introducing The 3-Sentence Business Plan To Help You Start With The Simplest Possible
Business Plan“If you can’t explain it to a six year old, you don’t understand it yourself.”Business
PlanTemplate and Example:How to Write a Business PlanbyAlex GenadinikBusiness
PlanTemplate and Example:How to Write a Business Plan byAlex GenadinikCopyright © 2015
by Alex GenadinikAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be used or reproduced in any
manner whatsoever without written permission except in the case of brief quotations embodied
in critical articles and reviews. For information or permissions, contact
alex.genadinik@gmail.com.This edition:Copyright © 2019 by Alex GenadinikCopyright © 2015
by Alex GenadinikAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be used or reproduced in any
manner whatsoever without written permission except in the case of brief quotations embodied
in critical articles and reviews. For information or permissions, contact
alex.genadinik@gmail.com.This edition:Copyright © 2019 by Alex GenadinikISBN:
1-51-974178-2ISBN-13: 978-1-51-974178-3DedicationDedicated to my mother and
grandmother who are the biggest entrepreneurs I know.DedicationDedicated to my mother and
grandmother who are the biggest entrepreneurs I know.ContentsDedicationForewordBefore we
startChapter 1: Introduction To Business Planning1. What is a business plan?2. When business
plans are needed3. What makes a good business plan4. Role of planning in your
entrepreneurship journey5. What is a business model6. My personal journey into business
planningChapter 2: Introducing The 3-Sentence Business Plan To Help You Start With The
Simplest Possible Business Plan1. 3-sentence business plan introduction2. 3-sentence
business plan example for a technology product3. 3-sentence business plan example for a lawn
care business4. An exercise for your businessChapter 3: Next Baby Step In Business Plan
Complexity: 1-Page Business Plan1. 1-page business plan introduction2. 1-page business plan
example for a technology product3. Analysis of a 1-page business plan example for a
technology product4. 1-page business plan example for a traditional business5. Analysis of a 1-
page business plan example for a traditional businessChapter 4: How To Write A Business
Plan1. Executive summary2. Your product or service3. What stage of the business are you in?4.
Your target market5. Your target market size6. Marketing plan: How will you market to your target
users?7. Revenue model8. Financials9. Forecasting for future years/months10. Unit economics
overview11. Current team12. Your competition13. Previous investors and funding14. What you
are seeking with your plan15. Business plan appendixChapter 5: More Complex Business Plan:
Ecommerce1. Business plan for a real e-commerce business before it starts2. Business plan for
the same e-commerce business after $1,000,000 in annual revenue3. ConclusionChapter 6:
Business Plans For Common Businesses1. Commerce and e-commerce2. Local business3.
Online service4. Influencer business5. Platform business6. Innovative new products or
businesses not mentionedChapter 7: Business Planning Thought Process1. My thought process



when evaluating new business ideas2. Idea 1: Travel blog3. Idea 2: New mobile app for photos,
social media, or games4. Idea 3: Local lawn care business or other kinds of local services5. Idea
4: A restaurant6. Idea 5: Affiliate marketing or making money online7. Idea 6: Any other new
business ideaChapter 8: Business Planning Mistakes & Exercises To Overcome Them7. Mistake
1: Using planning to procrastinate8. Mistake 2: Avoiding financials9. Mistake 3: Lack of
readability10. Mistake 4: Outsourcing your business plan writing11. Mistake 5: Overly optimistic
growth projections12. Mistake 6: Being all things to all people13. Mistake 7: Unfocused business
ideas14. Mistake 8: Believing in your own greatness in a blinding fashion15. Mistake 9:
Underestimating competition16. Mistake 10: Falling for get-rich-quick schemes or oversimplified
business ideas17. Bonus mistake: Choosing an unfulfilling or unprofitable nicheChapter 9:
Choosing The Right Business Niche And Improving Your Business Idea1. What is a business
niche?2. Why do you need a business niche?3. Looking outside vs. inside yourself4. Further
steps to finding a business niche5. Niche size and competition6. My early mistake when
choosing a niche7. How to brainstorm business ideas8. Have real conversations to get real
feedback about your business9. How to talk to industry expertsChapter 10: Planning
Monetization Strategies1. Benefits of planning for long-term use and engagement2. Long-term
monetization strategies with their pros and cons3. How to turn clients for any business into long-
term clientsChapter 11: Classic Entrepreneurship Books And Their Takeaways1. Think and
Grow Rich by Napoleon Hill2. The E-Myth Revisited by Michael E. Gerber3. The Four Steps to
the Epiphany by Steve Blank4. The Lean Startup by Eric Ries5. Purple Cow by Seth Godin6.
Outliers by Malcolm Gladwell7. The 4-Hour Work Week by Tim Ferriss8. How to Win Friends and
Influence People by Dale Carnegie9. See You At The Top: 25th Anniversary Edition by Zig
Ziglar10. The Miracle Morning by Hal Elrod11. Additional Books Related To Planning12.
Honorable Mentions13. SummaryChapter 12: 50 Success Skills1. List of the 50 success skills2.
The REAL challenge for your business3. Path to business success4. Our life projects5.
Eliminating waste in your schedule6. Business planning7. Don’t trust yourself - test yourself8.
Once you are consistently doing workChapter 13: Making You A Better Entrepreneur & Starting
Your Business1. Procrastination2. Motivation3. Focus, Pomodoro technique, eliminating
interruptions4. Bigger picture focus for dramatic productivity boost5. Delegation, outsourcing,
and automation6. 3 types of business risk7. Reversing the NO mentality8. Your ego9. Dealing
with stress10. Dealing with failure11. Embracing work12. Visualizing successChapter 14:
Business Registration1. Are you required to register your business?2. What is Liability
Protection3. How to register your businessEPILOGUEAPPENDIX: Full Business Plan Example
For A Mobile App CompanyFree Resources To Help Your BusinessAbout The
AuthorContentsDedicationForewordBefore we startChapter 1: Introduction To Business
Planning1. What is a business plan?2. When business plans are needed3. What makes a good
business plan4. Role of planning in your entrepreneurship journey5. What is a business model6.
My personal journey into business planningChapter 2: Introducing The 3-Sentence Business
Plan To Help You Start With The Simplest Possible Business Plan1. 3-sentence business plan



introduction2. 3-sentence business plan example for a technology product3. 3-sentence
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business plan example for a technology product4. 1-page business plan example for a
traditional business5. Analysis of a 1-page business plan example for a traditional
businessChapter 4: How To Write A Business Plan1. Executive summary2. Your product or
service3. What stage of the business are you in?4. Your target market5. Your target market size6.
Marketing plan: How will you market to your target users?7. Revenue model8. Financials9.
Forecasting for future years/months10. Unit economics overview11. Current team12. Your
competition13. Previous investors and funding14. What you are seeking with your plan15.
Business plan appendixChapter 5: More Complex Business Plan: Ecommerce1. Business plan
for a real e-commerce business before it starts2. Business plan for the same e-commerce
business after $1,000,000 in annual revenue3. ConclusionChapter 6: Business Plans For
Common Businesses1. Commerce and e-commerce2. Local business3. Online service4.
Influencer business5. Platform business6. Innovative new products or businesses not
mentionedChapter 7: Business Planning Thought Process1. My thought process when
evaluating new business ideas2. Idea 1: Travel blog3. Idea 2: New mobile app for photos, social
media, or games4. Idea 3: Local lawn care business or other kinds of local services5. Idea 4: A
restaurant6. Idea 5: Affiliate marketing or making money online7. Idea 6: Any other new business
ideaChapter 8: Business Planning Mistakes & Exercises To Overcome Them7. Mistake 1: Using
planning to procrastinate8. Mistake 2: Avoiding financials9. Mistake 3: Lack of readability10.
Mistake 4: Outsourcing your business plan writing11. Mistake 5: Overly optimistic growth
projections12. Mistake 6: Being all things to all people13. Mistake 7: Unfocused business
ideas14. Mistake 8: Believing in your own greatness in a blinding fashion15. Mistake 9:
Underestimating competition16. Mistake 10: Falling for get-rich-quick schemes or oversimplified
business ideas17. Bonus mistake: Choosing an unfulfilling or unprofitable nicheChapter 9:
Choosing The Right Business Niche And Improving Your Business Idea1. What is a business
niche?2. Why do you need a business niche?3. Looking outside vs. inside yourself4. Further
steps to finding a business niche5. Niche size and competition6. My early mistake when
choosing a niche7. How to brainstorm business ideas8. Have real conversations to get real
feedback about your business9. How to talk to industry expertsChapter 10: Planning
Monetization Strategies1. Benefits of planning for long-term use and engagement2. Long-term
monetization strategies with their pros and cons3. How to turn clients for any business into long-
term clientsChapter 11: Classic Entrepreneurship Books And Their Takeaways1. Think and
Grow Rich by Napoleon Hill2. The E-Myth Revisited by Michael E. Gerber3. The Four Steps to
the Epiphany by Steve Blank4. The Lean Startup by Eric Ries5. Purple Cow by Seth Godin6.
Outliers by Malcolm Gladwell7. The 4-Hour Work Week by Tim Ferriss8. How to Win Friends and
Influence People by Dale Carnegie9. See You At The Top: 25th Anniversary Edition by Zig
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wrote this book with care and compassion about your business and your journey as an
entrepreneur. If you are just starting your business, I understand how difficult and stressful it
might be for you because I’ve been where you are now.The advice in this book is based on my
accumulated experience of running my own businesses, coaching over 1,000 entrepreneurs just
like you, and questions and feedback from the millions of people who have benefited from my
work over the years.This book’s goal is to make your journey as an entrepreneur an easier one
by giving you direction and confidence. I wish you best of luck and hope that the book will
contribute to your success.ForewordI wrote this book with care and compassion about your
business and your journey as an entrepreneur. If you are just starting your business, I
understand how difficult and stressful it might be for you because I’ve been where you are
now.The advice in this book is based on my accumulated experience of running my own
businesses, coaching over 1,000 entrepreneurs just like you, and questions and feedback from
the millions of people who have benefited from my work over the years.This book’s goal is to
make your journey as an entrepreneur an easier one by giving you direction and confidence. I
wish you best of luck and hope that the book will contribute to your success.Before we startI
Appreciate You Putting Faith In My Work By Reading My Book. I Don’t Take That For Granted.In
Writing This Book, I Did My Best To Cover Topics That Will Help You Get The Most Out Of Your
Business Planning Efforts And Help You Beyond Merely Planning. This Book Also Covers How
You Can Get Off To A Better Start And How You Can Be More Effective At Running Your
Business. There Are, Of Course, Many Ways In Which This Book Can Be Improved. This Is The
Fifth Edition Of This Book. I Publish A New Edition Of The Book Approximately Once Each Year.
If You Have Feedback Or Ideas For How The Book Can Be Improved, I’d Love To Hear From
You.My Personal Email Address Is:Alex.Genadinik@Gmail.ComI Look Forward To Your
Thoughts.I. GIFTS FOR READERSI Compiled A List Of Three Free Resources You Can Use To
Further Benefit Your Business. They Can Be Found At The End Of This Book.Ii. GET TO KNOW
ME AND MY WORKBusiness Is Personal. Here Is A Page With A Video Where I Share My
Journey As An Entrepreneur So You Can Get To Know My Story:Thank You For Taking The Time



To Get To Know Me. One Day I Hope To Get To Know You.Iii. HOW TO MAKE BEST USE OF
THIS BOOKThe Goal Of Planning Is Effective Execution. Part One Of The Book Will Help You
Create An Ideal Plan And Part Two Will Help You Implement Your Plans More Effectively And
Help You Find Direction As A First-Time Entrepreneur.Before we startI Appreciate You Putting
Faith In My Work By Reading My Book. I Don’t Take That For Granted.In Writing This Book, I Did
My Best To Cover Topics That Will Help You Get The Most Out Of Your Business Planning
Efforts And Help You Beyond Merely Planning. This Book Also Covers How You Can Get Off To
A Better Start And How You Can Be More Effective At Running Your Business. There Are, Of
Course, Many Ways In Which This Book Can Be Improved. This Is The Fifth Edition Of This
Book. I Publish A New Edition Of The Book Approximately Once Each Year. If You Have
Feedback Or Ideas For How The Book Can Be Improved, I’d Love To Hear From You.My
Personal Email Address Is:Alex.Genadinik@Gmail.ComI Look Forward To Your Thoughts.I.
GIFTS FOR READERSI Compiled A List Of Three Free Resources You Can Use To Further
Benefit Your Business. They Can Be Found At The End Of This Book.Ii. GET TO KNOW ME
AND MY WORKBusiness Is Personal. Here Is A Page With A Video Where I Share My Journey
As An Entrepreneur So You Can Get To Know My Story:Thank You For Taking The Time To Get
To Know Me. One Day I Hope To Get To Know You.Iii. HOW TO MAKE BEST USE OF THIS
BOOKThe Goal Of Planning Is Effective Execution. Part One Of The Book Will Help You Create
An Ideal Plan And Part Two Will Help You Implement Your Plans More Effectively And Help You
Find Direction As A First-Time Entrepreneur.PART 1:PLANNINGPART 1:PLANNINGChapter
1:Introduction To Business Planning“Whether you think you can, or you think you can’t, you are
right.”-Henry Ford1. What is a business plan?I’ll tell you two things a business plan is, and one it
isn’t.A business plan can be a formal document you hand to some organization, investor, or
keep for internal company use.A business plan is also the strategy for how you will execute
every part of your business. This doesn’t have to be a written plan. You can plan your business
strategy in your mind. What’s important is that you have a viable and quality plan of action before
you start your business, and not just plunge into a business blindly.Now, let me tell you what a
business plan isn’t. Don’t think about it as a prerequisite to starting a business like a homework
assignment that must be completed and handed in before you can start. It also isn’t something
you have someone else create for you because you aren’t sure how to write it. And it certainly
shouldn’t be your excuse to procrastinate on the actual work you need to do to start your
business.I like to define the business plan as a cohesive strategy for your business that you may
plan in your mind or in a written document that covers each major component of your business,
how those major components will work well with one another, and your plan for executing those
strategies.If you are not sure how to create an effective business plan and you are a first-time
entrepreneur, learning how to plan your business is a very good first step. Learning empowers
you long-term. You will be able to use what you learn about planning a business in your current
business and every new idea in the future. As an entrepreneur, you must develop the habit of
always learning and improving your skills and learning the skill of business planning should be



high on a first-time entrepreneur’s priority list.It might also help to get coached on planning your
business so you can learn faster by getting guidance from an experienced business person
while you both work on your business plan together. But don’t just pay someone to write a
business plan for you just to feel good that you have it. You must understand why every detail of
your plan is in place.In an effort to make this book more helpful, as one of the extras in this book,
I can provide feedback on your business idea or business plan. Since I can’t read everyone’s full
business plan, please wait until you get further in the book and learn how to create the simple 3-
sentence business plan. Send that to me and I’ll be happy to give you feedback and
suggestions.2. When business plans are neededThere are two instances when you should write
a business plan. The first is when some individual or organization that you want to work with
specifically asks for it. The second is for yourself to help you organize your ideas.Even if you
don’t need a formal business plan to give an investor, you should always go through a rigorous
planning process for your own sake to create a good strategy for your business. In my opinion,
that is the true value of business planning.The process of thinking about and planning your
business can help you catch and correct many mistakes before you start. It is much more
expensive to realize that you are heading in the wrong direction after you start your business
than during the planning stages. The value of business planning is to identify problems and fix
them early, while it is still cheap to do so. As a rule of thumb, the later you find problems with
your business, the more expensive and time consuming they will be to fix.There are additional
benefits to writing the business plan even if you don’t plan to use it for raising money. The
process of writing can help you think through strategies more easily than if the plans were just in
your mind. Writing out your plan also gives you a central place that contains strategies that you
and your partners can agree on. This will reduce misunderstandings among team members and
facilitate discussions and brainstorming sessions. Another benefit of having a written plan is that
you can send it out to gather feedback. Plus, if your plan is written, you will be able to use it for
reference in case you forget any details.3. What makes a good business planA good business
plan isn’t about the formatting, length, or using big, fancy words. While those things can add to
your plan’s professionalism, what matters above all else is the quality of your strategies.If you
are a first-time entrepreneur, it can be difficult to gauge the quality of your strategies because
everything is new and confusing. Even experienced entrepreneurs can make mistakes.
Everyone has blind spots and no one knows everything. Once you put aside your ego and
embrace the idea that no matter how good your plan might be, it can always be improved, it will
be easier to seek additional help to ensure that the strategies in your business plan are the best
they can be.If you are a first-time entrepreneur, it is wise to consult with someone who has
experience and a proven track record in your industry. I am not suggesting that I should be your
mentor since mentors should be experienced in the type of business you are starting. Later in
the book we’ll cover how to look for mentors and get expert feedback on your ideas.Seeking
mentorship or help is not a sign of weakness. It is a sign of wisdom and humility. No one should
do this alone. Someone with experience can easily spot a blunder that may waste a lot of time



and money if it isn’t caught early.When I look back at my entrepreneurship journey, some of my
biggest mistakes could have been prevented if an experienced mentor steered me toward a
better direction before I embarked on making big errors.4. Role of planning in your
entrepreneurship journeyLater in this book, we’ll examine takeaways from top entrepreneurship
literature; theory and wisdom gathered over the last 100 years. For now, I’ll give you a few of
those takeaways with which to approach this book.Planning is necessary. But over-planning can
lead to stagnation and procrastination. The goal of planning is confidence, decisiveness, and
action, not more planning. An ideal plan has natural strategies for you to begin executing sooner
rather than later. Execution is key. That is why the second part of this book helps you execute as
effectively as possible.From my experience in business on my own and in coaching
entrepreneurs, I observe that starting already puts you ahead of 50% of everyone out there
because most people never start.As you work on your business, with persistence, you will
become better than 60%, 70%, and eventually even 80% of everyone out there. That is well
above average, but it isn’t enough. You don’t win by beating the average. You win by being the
best. After you start, continuous work and experience in your field will make you better than 90%
of competition, and eventually you will win big when you begin to execute at the top 1-2% level.
The goal of the second part of this book is to help you get there.5. What is a business modelA
simple definition of a business model is how every component of your business works on its own
and in relation to every other component of your business.Let’s unwrap that definition. A
business is made up of many separate components like marketing, creating and improving the
product, finances, employees, consumer relationships, inventory management, and much more.
What is important in a business model is that its different components are not just great
individually, but work well together. This might sound simple, but it is difficult to make everything
fit just right because the details are ever-changing and you have to constantly adapt while
ensuring that the overall plan is still tightly put together.Neither your business model nor your
business plan are static. They evolve over time and you must constantly refine them. The
stronger your business model is during the planning phase, the better your business will be
positioned to succeed.As businesses get started, grow, and evolve, the management team must
constantly evaluate every component of the business model to ensure that they continue to work
well together.6. My personal journey into business planningIf you are reading this book, you are
likely in the early stages of your entrepreneurship journey. First of all, congratulations on starting.
I hope you find success and fulfillment.I understand some of the emotions and experiences you
might be going through. Starting your first business is confusing, daunting, and stressful. There
is financial stress, pressure from friends and family, and then there is the stress from self-doubt,
isn’t there? Until we achieve success, we have no idea when it will come, whether it will ever
come, and how long we will struggle before it finally arrives.Starting a business can feel like a
freefall and the scariest thing for a person in freefall is not knowing how long the freefall will
continue, and whether the landing will be a hard or a smooth one.When I started my first
company, I had no business experience. My education is in Computer Science. Everything in



entrepreneurship was new and confusing. I felt like everyone knew more than I did. Everyone
had opinions as to what I should do with my business. In hindsight, it is easy to see that those
opinionated people were also mostly beginners, but their ideas seemed good at the time
because I didn’t know better.And since I had no way to evaluate ideas or strategies, I plowed
ahead without much planning.Even if I did the business planning on my own, what could I really
plan? I had no way to tell whether one strategy was better than another. All my plans were made
at a novice level.As you can guess, my initial businesses were disasters that crashed and
burned. Ouch!My success came much later, but from years of struggle and misery of failure
arose a passion to ensure that other entrepreneurs get the kind of help I never had. This led me
to create many resources to support entrepreneurs, a coaching practice, and eventually a
number of business books including this one.After helping many entrepreneurs, I realized that
simplicity and focus in planning is key, and that you can describe the core of any business in just
three sentences. That’s why I created the 3-sentence business plan. It is a perfect place to begin
your business planning journey. So let’s dive right in.Chapter 1:Introduction To Business
Planning“Whether you think you can, or you think you can’t, you are right.”-Henry Ford1. What is
a business plan?I’ll tell you two things a business plan is, and one it isn’t.A business plan can be
a formal document you hand to some organization, investor, or keep for internal company use.A
business plan is also the strategy for how you will execute every part of your business. This
doesn’t have to be a written plan. You can plan your business strategy in your mind. What’s
important is that you have a viable and quality plan of action before you start your business, and
not just plunge into a business blindly.Now, let me tell you what a business plan isn’t. Don’t think
about it as a prerequisite to starting a business like a homework assignment that must be
completed and handed in before you can start. It also isn’t something you have someone else
create for you because you aren’t sure how to write it. And it certainly shouldn’t be your excuse
to procrastinate on the actual work you need to do to start your business.I like to define the
business plan as a cohesive strategy for your business that you may plan in your mind or in a
written document that covers each major component of your business, how those major
components will work well with one another, and your plan for executing those strategies.If you
are not sure how to create an effective business plan and you are a first-time entrepreneur,
learning how to plan your business is a very good first step. Learning empowers you long-term.
You will be able to use what you learn about planning a business in your current business and
every new idea in the future. As an entrepreneur, you must develop the habit of always learning
and improving your skills and learning the skill of business planning should be high on a first-
time entrepreneur’s priority list.It might also help to get coached on planning your business so
you can learn faster by getting guidance from an experienced business person while you both
work on your business plan together. But don’t just pay someone to write a business plan for you
just to feel good that you have it. You must understand why every detail of your plan is in place.In
an effort to make this book more helpful, as one of the extras in this book, I can provide feedback
on your business idea or business plan. Since I can’t read everyone’s full business plan, please



wait until you get further in the book and learn how to create the simple 3-sentence business
plan. Send that to me and I’ll be happy to give you feedback and suggestions.2. When business
plans are needed2. When business plans are needed2. When business plans are needed2.
When business plans are neededThere are two instances when you should write a business
plan. The first is when some individual or organization that you want to work with specifically
asks for it. The second is for yourself to help you organize your ideas.Even if you don’t need a
formal business plan to give an investor, you should always go through a rigorous planning
process for your own sake to create a good strategy for your business. In my opinion, that is the
true value of business planning.The process of thinking about and planning your business can
help you catch and correct many mistakes before you start. It is much more expensive to realize
that you are heading in the wrong direction after you start your business than during the planning
stages. The value of business planning is to identify problems and fix them early, while it is still
cheap to do so. As a rule of thumb, the later you find problems with your business, the more
expensive and time consuming they will be to fix.There are additional benefits to writing the
business plan even if you don’t plan to use it for raising money. The process of writing can help
you think through strategies more easily than if the plans were just in your mind. Writing out your
plan also gives you a central place that contains strategies that you and your partners can agree
on. This will reduce misunderstandings among team members and facilitate discussions and
brainstorming sessions. Another benefit of having a written plan is that you can send it out to
gather feedback. Plus, if your plan is written, you will be able to use it for reference in case you
forget any details.3. What makes a good business plan3. What makes a good business plan3.
What makes a good business plan3. What makes a good business planA good business plan
isn’t about the formatting, length, or using big, fancy words. While those things can add to your
plan’s professionalism, what matters above all else is the quality of your strategies.If you are a
first-time entrepreneur, it can be difficult to gauge the quality of your strategies because
everything is new and confusing. Even experienced entrepreneurs can make mistakes.
Everyone has blind spots and no one knows everything. Once you put aside your ego and
embrace the idea that no matter how good your plan might be, it can always be improved, it will
be easier to seek additional help to ensure that the strategies in your business plan are the best
they can be.If you are a first-time entrepreneur, it is wise to consult with someone who has
experience and a proven track record in your industry. I am not suggesting that I should be your
mentor since mentors should be experienced in the type of business you are starting. Later in
the book we’ll cover how to look for mentors and get expert feedback on your ideas.Seeking
mentorship or help is not a sign of weakness. It is a sign of wisdom and humility. No one should
do this alone. Someone with experience can easily spot a blunder that may waste a lot of time
and money if it isn’t caught early.When I look back at my entrepreneurship journey, some of my
biggest mistakes could have been prevented if an experienced mentor steered me toward a
better direction before I embarked on making big errors.4. Role of planning in your
entrepreneurship journey4. Role of planning in your entrepreneurship journey4. Role of planning



in your entrepreneurship journey4. Role of planning in your entrepreneurship journeyLater in this
book, we’ll examine takeaways from top entrepreneurship literature; theory and wisdom
gathered over the last 100 years. For now, I’ll give you a few of those takeaways with which to
approach this book.Planning is necessary. But over-planning can lead to stagnation and
procrastination. The goal of planning is confidence, decisiveness, and action, not more planning.
An ideal plan has natural strategies for you to begin executing sooner rather than later. Execution
is key. That is why the second part of this book helps you execute as effectively as possible.From
my experience in business on my own and in coaching entrepreneurs, I observe that starting
already puts you ahead of 50% of everyone out there because most people never start.As you
work on your business, with persistence, you will become better than 60%, 70%, and eventually
even 80% of everyone out there. That is well above average, but it isn’t enough. You don’t win by
beating the average. You win by being the best. After you start, continuous work and experience
in your field will make you better than 90% of competition, and eventually you will win big when
you begin to execute at the top 1-2% level. The goal of the second part of this book is to help you
get there.5. What is a business model5. What is a business model5. What is a business model5.
What is a business modelA simple definition of a business model is how every component of
your business works on its own and in relation to every other component of your business.Let’s
unwrap that definition. A business is made up of many separate components like marketing,
creating and improving the product, finances, employees, consumer relationships, inventory
management, and much more. What is important in a business model is that its different
components are not just great individually, but work well together. This might sound simple, but it
is difficult to make everything fit just right because the details are ever-changing and you have to
constantly adapt while ensuring that the overall plan is still tightly put together.Neither your
business model nor your business plan are static. They evolve over time and you must
constantly refine them. The stronger your business model is during the planning phase, the
better your business will be positioned to succeed.As businesses get started, grow, and evolve,
the management team must constantly evaluate every component of the business model to
ensure that they continue to work well together.6. My personal journey into business planning6.
My personal journey into business planning6. My personal journey into business planning6. My
personal journey into business planningIf you are reading this book, you are likely in the early
stages of your entrepreneurship journey. First of all, congratulations on starting. I hope you find
success and fulfillment.I understand some of the emotions and experiences you might be going
through. Starting your first business is confusing, daunting, and stressful. There is financial
stress, pressure from friends and family, and then there is the stress from self-doubt, isn’t there?
Until we achieve success, we have no idea when it will come, whether it will ever come, and how
long we will struggle before it finally arrives.Starting a business can feel like a freefall and the
scariest thing for a person in freefall is not knowing how long the freefall will continue, and
whether the landing will be a hard or a smooth one.When I started my first company, I had no
business experience. My education is in Computer Science. Everything in entrepreneurship was



new and confusing. I felt like everyone knew more than I did. Everyone had opinions as to what I
should do with my business. In hindsight, it is easy to see that those opinionated people were
also mostly beginners, but their ideas seemed good at the time because I didn’t know better.And
since I had no way to evaluate ideas or strategies, I plowed ahead without much planning.Even if
I did the business planning on my own, what could I really plan? I had no way to tell whether one
strategy was better than another. All my plans were made at a novice level.As you can guess, my
initial businesses were disasters that crashed and burned. Ouch!My success came much later,
but from years of struggle and misery of failure arose a passion to ensure that other
entrepreneurs get the kind of help I never had. This led me to create many resources to support
entrepreneurs, a coaching practice, and eventually a number of business books including this
one.After helping many entrepreneurs, I realized that simplicity and focus in planning is key, and
that you can describe the core of any business in just three sentences. That’s why I created the
3-sentence business plan. It is a perfect place to begin your business planning journey. So let’s
dive right in.Chapter 2:Introducing The 3-Sentence Business Plan To Help You Start With The
Simplest Possible Business Plan“If you can’t explain it to a six year old, you don’t understand it
yourself.”Chapter 2:Introducing The 3-Sentence Business Plan To Help You Start With The
Simplest Possible Business Plan“If you can’t explain it to a six year old, you don’t understand it
yourself.”
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Colleen Meland, “Outstanding First-Timer's Guide to Developing a Business Plan. "How To Write
a Business Plan, Business Planning Made Simple" is precisely that.I couldn't have hoped for a
better start beginning with this publication. What author makes oneself readily available for
interaction with the reader of his book? Alex does just that! In the introduction of the text, Alex
invites the readers' contact and communication with him, regarding feed back on the read. I
ordered Alex's book because I am a first-time business class student with an assignment to
research and report on pursuing a career climb objective or starting my own business. I took the
approach of starting a business, so sought guidance in developing my proposal. After the first
chapter's recommended exercise, Alex invites the reader to send the completed exercise to him
for review and feedback. That is exactly what I did. I heard back from Alex the same day, and
have had multiple exchanges with him since. Wow! It's like having a remote instructor at my
fingertips! Furthermore, Alex's book is an easy to read, easy to understand, logically sequenced
9-Chapter guide with ongoing examples on how to envision one's business plan, starting with a
simple 3-Sentence proposal. The book continues to guide one on expanding into a fully
developed comprehensively developed business plan that takes into consideration the
necessary financing and marketing of the business venture.Alex's 127 pages of instruction and
modeling are far less intimidating to tackle than another publication of nearly 800-pages that I
also purchased. Throughout the text, Alex provides on-line resources, including on-line video
support and instruction, and an end-of-the-book appendix providing a full business plan
example, additional books for guidance, free Android and iPhone apps that provide instruction
and guidance in developing 1.) the business idea, 2.) the business plan, 3.) fundraising, and 4.)
marketing and making money. Additionally, Alex's support can be obtained from his YouTube
channel and social media connections, all of which are listed in the Appendix of this handy-
dandy read. A newcomer to the field of business can't go wrong obtaining this text. Thanks to
Alex, I have been greatly motivated to seriously pursue my business plan objectives, and
hopefully side-step unnecessary blunders along-the-way due to his sage advice and
recommendations.”

Jason Gamdysey, “Simple and easy to understand. This book had a bunch of useful information
to help start up your business. He does talk about his businesses in this but its to use as an
example and goes into more detail further in the book. A lot of people are mentioning that this
book is self promotion because he talks about his business. If you were to find an entrepreneur,
would you want someone who doesn't have any businesses teaching you or would you want a
successful person to teach and motivate you. He teaches you about your mindset and basics.
He tells you in this book that this is not the only book to read to succeed. He recommended
other books that were not written by him. Overall this book is really good to learn some basics
and then find some more books that go into depths of these topics.”



Sonia L. Middleton, “The Perfect Guide. I ordered this book because I didn't know anything
about writing a business plan. I have read them, corrected them, even gave advise on them, but
to do it myself, I am a complete novice. This book really does make creating a business plan
simple. Mr. Genadinik takes you step by step through each chapter to prefect you plan. He
responds to your emails and helps you too really put your thoughts and ideas onto paper. If you
have never written your a business plan, but you have a dream to start your own business and
successful have your business be a representation of your dream, this would be the book to start
with, I am still in the beginning stages of my business, but so far Mr. Genadinik has help to think
more about making it successful and meeting a community need, this book has encouraged me
to follow my dreams and become an owner of my own success.S. Middleton”

Piers, “A revelation. If you own a business then buy this book now.. I've read various articles and
"guides" on how to write a business plan. Most revolve around using a template and doing a find
and replace to insert your business name into something which someone else who has no
knowledge of your business has written.Others involve writing the plan from scratch, but this
seems like an overwhelming task and many times I've put it off.Alex's approach is different and
refreshing: instead of creating an entire plan from nothing, or following an irrelevant template,
why not create the plan yourself, but build it in stages. This way you will understand what you are
writing, it's not intimidating, and it will be relevant to your business. It also allows you to create
different versions of the plan which will be suitable for the different groups of people who may
want to read it, e.g. your staff or investors.An excellent book, and full of real-world examples. In
addition, the author is extremely responsive to questions so you could consider this an
interactive guide.I've since taken one of Alex's Udemy courses and that too was superb.”

Ellie Koutsouris, “Very informative, inspiring & engaging!. If you are starting your own business
and not sure how to even begin, just like myself, this book is your "go to"! When I started reading
this book I lacked confidence in myself and structure as to my plan. Just 2 chapters in and I have
made so much progress. The book is engaging and from Chapter 1 cleverly gets you to start on
your own plan, even offering feedback from the author which is just priceless. If you are anxious
about your new venture, pick up this book and just read it for 10 minutes - you will instantly feel
capable, confident and good enough to start your venture. Good luck to you all out there starting
out xo”

Dylan Bridge, “A must buy for any first time entrepreneur. One of over a dozen books I have
bought as part of my journey as a first time entrepreneur but it is one I continually go back to for
help and guidance on a range of issues. It breaks down every aspect of a professional business
plan and clearly explains what you need to do in each part to make it a success. The fact the
book starts off with a very easy guide to completing a 3 sentence business plan will give any
entrepreneur the confidence needed to succeed with at least starting this. It's simple to follow



steps make it easy to build a comprehensive business plan. If you're thinking that your business
idea is complicated and won't transfer correctly into a business plan, don't worry, there are
examples throughout the book of how to construct a business plan for a wide variety of
businesses. The book also talks extensively about entrepreneur psychology, finding the right
business idea and monetisation tips. It therefore offers far more than just a how to guide to
creating a business plan.”

The book by Alex Genadinik has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 788 people have provided feedback.
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